Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has become one of the most important techniques for high-rate wireless data transmission. Especially, it has been proposed for the European HIPERLAN/2 standard and the American equivalent IEEE802.11a; two similar concepts for broadband wireless local area networks (WLAN) in the 5 GHz band. Since both standards include coherent data demodulation, the transmission channel has to be estimated. Generally, this is achieved by nonblind channel estimators exploiting additionally transmitted training data. Moreover, these training sequences have to be transmitted periodically, since the channel in wireless applications normally is time variant. In order to increase bandwidth efficiency, blind channel estimation, on the other hand, is well motivated since it avoids the need of any training data.
In recent publications, several blind channel estima- [5] have been tested for OFDM systems. Both classes of estimators are known to require long enough data records, in order to derive unbiased channel estimates. While subspace methods in general suffer from fading subcarriers (i.e., the channel has nulls on some subcarriers), the main drawback of algorithms based on SOCS is their sensibility towards "singular" channel classes with common subsystems (i.e. common zeros) in all polyphase subchannels. Furthermore, cyclostationary methods require some excess bandwidth.
In 1 1 1 , the authors have demonstrated that it is possible with an eigenvector algorithm based on higher order statistics (HOS), referred to as EVI, to derive good channel estimates from fourth order cumulants estimated on the basis of only few samples of the received signal. In feasibility studies based on the global system for mobile communications (GSM), we have shown that the blind EVI algorithm can even compete with conventional second order methods based on training sequences [2]. It is well-known that cumulants of order three or higher vanish for Gaussian random processes. In other words, a Gaussian random process superimposed onto a non-Gaussian random process does not add anything to the higher order cumulants of said non-Gaussian process. This property is exploited by a multitude of signal processing algorithms based on HOS, where for instance a received signal is observed in additive Gaussian noise. However, due to the independence of subcarriers, in OFDM systems not only noise but also the transmitted signal is Gaussian distributed which means that HOS-based methods will fail under these circumstances.
The so-called Minimum Distance (MD) algorithm [8] is a blind estimator which is based on the knowledge that the modulated and transmitted data are 0-7 803 -7 1 47 -WO 1 /$lo .000200 1 EEE confined to a finite alphabet (FA) set. However, it requires an enormous computational effort. In contrast, our novel Clustered Subcarriers (CSC) scheme dramatically reduces this effort without any significant deterioration in estimation quality. Furthermore, we can improve the performance of both blind and nonblind estimators with an iterative channel estimation scheme including the capabilities of channel coding.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the OFDM system. In section 3, the principles of blind FA-based channel estimation are described. Exploiting the capabilities of channel coding, we present in section 4 the turbo channel estimation scheme. After showing some simulation results in section 5 , the paper is concluded in section 6 .
2 Data transmission in OFDM systems is calculated by
(1)
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements C(z,) := c(l)z;l evaluated at the subcarriers zn = e j R n for each n E [0, N -1 3 and ii(i) represents Additive Gaussian Noise (AGN) without CP and colored by the receive filter hc(t). From (1) it is obvious that the channel influence is reduced to one complex Rayleigh fading factor (channel coefficient) on each subcarrier.
Since each OFDM symbol has t o be demodulated coherently, the channel coefficients C ( n ) := C ( e j a n ) have to be estimated. Therefore, let C(n) denote the estimate of each subcarrier n which will be used to equalize 2, (i)
with equalizer coefficients e,(i) = l/C(n). Finally, each OFDM symbol is de-interleaved (ll-' , P/S converted, and channel decoded into bits G ( k ) . If channel decoding is based on soft values, it is important that the demodulated bits of each subcarrier n are ryltiplied with the channel state information (CSI) IC(n)I2 before de-interleaving (not shown in Fig. l, see Fig. 3 ).
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3 Blind FA-based channel estimation
According to the PHY layer of HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE802.11a) several OFDM symbols are combined to bursts of different lengths I . In case of nonblind channel estimation, each burst is preceded by a preamble consisting of two identical training symbols d,,,,f. In general, the estimated channel transfer coefficient C(n) is disturbed by AGN. By exploiting the correlations between adjacent subcarrier coefficients and taking into account that the channel impulse response does not violate the CP, a noise reduction can further improve estimation quality [6] .
If the channel shall be estimated blindly, a burst only contains information-bearing symbols increasing the bandwidth efficiency. In [9], Zhou et al. have proven that for any M-ary modulation2 there can be found a variable J 5 M (and for large signal constellations, J << M ) which is sufficient to eliminate the phase information of the received OFDM symbols: With E{di(i)} = CJ(n)E{d,"(i)}, each subcarrier coefficient is estimated by time averaging over I OFDM symbols Therefore, Zhou and Giannakis have presented a complexityreduced version of MD, the so-called Modified Minimum Distance algorithm (MMD) [8] , which elleviates the effort to JQfl << J N , since, in general, the channel order q << N . Nevertheless, this can be still quite complex for typical HIPERLAN/2 channels. Our new CSC approach is mainly based on the idea of MD, but dramatically reduces the computational effort irrespective of the number of subcarriers or the channel order so that it will be possible to apply a FA-based blind channel estimator even to high-rate modulated OFDM systems. 
Clustered subcarriers algorithm
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that the computational effort of CSC does not depend anymore on the total number of subcarriers. On the contrary, it rather profits from as much as possible subcarriers, since each cluster may contain more correlated coefficients.
It must be mentioned that with a misadjusted threshold 6thr, CSC might not correctly estimate c ( n ) when phase discontinuities appear within clusters. hrthermore, all blind estimators come with an inherent remaining overall scalar ambiguity. This problem can only be solved by the aid of pilot carriers [8] . Figure 3 shows the concept of iterative channel estimation within an OFDM receiver. With respect to After demodulation, each log,(M) bits have to be multiplied with the CSI IC(n)I2 before de-interleaving, if the following channel decoder is based on soft values. Now, the process of iteration (characterized by the light grey box and both switches set to their outer position, it. > 0) starts with re-encoding of the channel decoded bits G(k'). Upon S/P conversion, interleaving, and-modulation, the new pseudo training OFDM symbol dptr(i) can be utilized by a nonblind channel estimator
Turbo channel estimation
(5)
On the one hand, time averaging over the burst length I might impair the estimation of time variant channels, but, on the other hand, the influence of noise can be reduced significantly. Finally, the estimation performance can be improved by an additional noise reduction.
Simulation results
In this section, we compare the influence of blind and nonblind channel estimators on the equalization of the received data through MONTE-CARLO simulations. With regard to section 2, bursts of M-ary modulated OFDM symbols of length N were transmitted over different time invariant3 channels of order 3The channel coefficients were changed from burst to burst so that the channel is assumed to be time invariant only over one burst period.
q for signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) ranging from 0 to 18dB. In the nonblind case, each burst is preceded by two identical BPSK modulated training symbols, while blind estimators exploit the complete burst consisting of 1 information bearing symbols. By comparing the sequences O(k') and ~( k ' ) , bit error rates (BERs) were calculated after channel decoding (see Figs. 1 and 3) , where a half-rate convolutional code with constraint length L, = 5 was applied. On the other hand, we can see that the blind MD approach shows the same excellent estimation performance as REFNR. Even the estimation quality of the two blind estimators with reduced complexity, MMD and our novel CSC, is almost comparable to that of MD. This is very remarkable, since according to subplot (b) both CSC and MMD have to check about more than 1000 times less channel coefficient combinations than MD. Finally, we can see that EVI fails in OFDM systems due to vanishing cumulants caused by the Gaussianity of the transmitted signals. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel low complexity blind channel estimation approach for OFDM related systems which distinguishes through the fact that it enables the application of Finite-Alphabetbased blind channel estimators even to high-rate modulated OFDM signals. Furthermore, a turbo channel estimation scheme was introduced which improves the quality of both blind and nonblind estimators by exploiting the capabilities of channel coding.
